St Mary's RC Primary School
Homework Grid
Topic: Land Ahoy ( Pirates)

Year Group: 2

Term: Autumn 1

Thinking Levels
Areas of Study

Knowing
1 point

Understanding
2 points

Learn some ‘pirate ‘spellings:- pirate,
parrot, ocean, ship, rigging, sailing,
treasure, exploring, jolly roger,
captain.

Can you find out the meaning of
these pirate words?

Health & Wellbeing
Physical activity, food, Personal/
Social/Emotional development

Why are Pirates not very nice
people?

What objects do you treasure? Using
pictures, captions and photographs
make your own treasure chest.

Humanities and Citizenship
History, Geography, RE, Cultural,
visits

Find out the names of some famous
pirates.

Science and Technology
Science, DT, Eco issues

Design a new outfit for a pirate. Label
each part.

Language and Communication
Speaking, listening, literacy,
English and other languages

Ahoy Aye
Seadog Cutlass
Booty Jolly Roger Scuttle

Create a pirate hat of your own from
materials of your choice.

Applying
3 points
Imagine you have landed on a
treasure island. Use all your senses
to describe what you can see, hear,
touch, taste and smell.

Analysing
4 points
Create a wanted poster for a famous
pirate.

What would a pirate eat for lunch?
Use your imagination to design a
creative lunch, fit for a pirate.
Record your ide-as in a menu, as a
drawing or indeed make the lunch
and bring in a photo for us to see.
Visit your local library to find fiction
Find out who Captain Blackbeard was
and non-fiction books about
and what he did.
“Pirates”. Which is your favourite
Create a poster about him.
type of book and why?
Write a book review.
Your pirate ship has sunk!
What type or materials would you need to build a new one? Carry out an
investigation to find out what materials float on water.
Can you then make a new pirate ship that will float on water?

Creative Arts
Art, Design, Drama, Music, Dance

Design your own “Jolly Roger” flag in
your homework book.
Describe your reasons why you chose
the design.

Create a treasure map of your own.
Can you label some of the features
on your map?

Make a treasure map showing the pirates where to dig for treasure. You
could use coordinates (e.g. A-F along
the bottom, 1-8 up the side) or NSEW
compass directions. Have a go at
writing some clues or directions to help
locate the treasure. You could stain you
map with used teabags to make it look
old.

St Mary's RC Primary School
Homework Grid
Maths & Problem Solving
Maths Thinking Skills, Logic, Problem
solving

Practice your 2 and 10 X tables.

Learn your doubles to 20
Double 2 is 4
Double 13 is 26

33 pirates scrub the deck, 12 pirates
climb the rigging, 7 pirates count the
gold. How many pirates are there
altogether?
Write the calculation in your book.
Can you think of your own pirate
addition problems for us to work out
in class?

A pirate steals 23 treasure chests. He
buries 4 in the sand and hides 7 chests
on a deserted island. How many
treasure chests were left?
Write your calculations in your
homework book. Can you think of
your own subtraction pirate problem
for us to work out in class?

Homework to be brought in every fortnight with your name and the title of the activity on it .Try to achieve 20 points by the end of the topic
with high quality work. One task must be completed on each row and one from each column.

